SOMERSET, N.J. – Fairleigh Dickinson women's bowling junior Amanda Chrzanowski and
freshman Cameron Spring earned the Northeast Conference Bowler and Rookie of the Week
awards.
Chrzanowski and Spring both earned the honors for their outstanding performances this past
weekend at the Northeast Roundup, where both Knight bowlers made the All-Tournament Team
and helped the Knights go 9-0 and capture the tournament title.
Chrzanowski was at the forefront of Fairleigh Dickinson's phenomenal showing at the Northeast
Roundup in Wilmington, Del. Leading the Knights to a 9-0 record and first-place finish, the
junior right-hander from Colonie, N.Y., accounted for a 24.71 overall frame average. Striking at
an astronomical rate (.767), Chrzanowski proceeded to fill frames at a 94.4 percent clip. She
averaged 9.69 pins per first-ball attempt, helping FDU top the entire tournament field in total
team pinfall.
Chrzanowski exceeded the 200-pin mark in all five of Saturday's traditional team matches,
producing a tournament-best and program-record 258.2 game average. After firing a 237 game
to help sink No. 23 Wilmington, Chrzanowski turned in a 278-pin performance in a victory over
No. 22 Monmouth. The third-year Knight averaged 24.00 pins per baker frame with FDU posting
a 4-0 team record during that format.
Spring was sensational during Fairleigh Dickinson's first-place showing at the Northeast
Roundup. The first-year Knight from Allegany, N.Y., averaged 22.66 pins per frame over the
course of the two-day meet. Helping FDU to a 9-0 record, Spring struck on 52 of 87 (.598) firstball shots and filled frames at a 93.1 percent clip. She knocked down 9+ pins on 82.8 percent of
her first balls and went a perfect 20-for-20 on single-pin spare attempts.

Spring's 229.6 traditional game average was second to only FDU teammate Amanda
Chrzanowski on the tournament's individual leader board. Spring's 257-pin performance led the
Knights in a victory over No. 23 Wilmington. She fired a 278 game in a triumph over Garden
State rival Monmouth. Following Saturday's traditional team rounds, Spring proceeded to
average 22.31 pins per baker frame on Sunday.
This is the third NEC weekly honor for Chrzanowski and the second honor for Spring this
season

